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Due to the pandemic and following lockdown, Science Journal has been sought out to thrive even in these trying times; I want to thank the
Science Journal Team for putting effort and passion in this elective and working together to combine and produce the articles.
Next year there may not be the same team, but we can hope that the passion carries on and this form of journalism can provide someone comfort
and confidence in their skills and creativity, and maybe spark the love for science and its history on Earth.
As this school year comes to a close, we can only hope that things will go back to “normal”, and I wish that everyone is and will be in good health
till we all meet again in September.

Fariha Hasan

M E N T A L H E A L T H D U R I N G T H E
L O C K D O W N
B Y G I R T H I G A D A M I L V A N A N

A N O T E O N R E A D I N G F R O M
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Teleportation is most commonly the stuff of science fiction and, for
many, would conjure up the immortal phrase "Beam me up, Scotty.

"However, a new study has described how its status in science fact
could actually be employed as another, and perhaps unlikely, form of

entertainment -- l ive music.

Dr Alexis Kirke, Senior Research Fellow in the Interdiscipl inary Centre
for Computer Music Research at the University of Plymouth (UK) , has

for the first time shown that a human musician can communicate
directly with a quantum computer via teleportation.

The result is a high-tech jamming session, through which a blend of
l ive human and computer-generated sounds come together to

create a unique performance piece.

Speaking about the study, published in the current issue of
the Journal of New Music Research, Dr Kirke said: "The world is

racing to build the first practical and powerful quantum computers,
and whoever succeeds first wil l have a scientif ic and mil itary

advantage because of the extreme computing power of these
machines. This research shows for the first time that this much-

vaunted advantage can also be helpful in the world of making and
performing music. No other work has shown this previously in the

arts, and it demonstrates that quantum power is something
everyone can appreciate and enjoy.

"Quantum teleportation is the abil ity to instantaneously transmit
quantum information over vast distances, with scientists having
previously used it to send information from Earth to an orbiting

satel l ite over 870 miles away.
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In the current study, Dr Kirke describes how he used a system called
MIq (Multi-Agent Interactive qgMuse) , in which an IBM quantum

computer executes a methodology called Grover's Algorithm.

Discovered by Lov Grover at Bell Labs in 1996, it was the second main
quantum algorithm (after Shor's algorithm) and gave a huge

advantage over traditional computing.

In this instance, it al lows the dynamic solving of musical logical rules
which, for example, could prevent dissonance or keep to ¾ instead of

common time.It is significantly faster than any classical computer
algorithm, and Dr Kirke said that speed was essential because there

is actually no way to transmit quantum information other than
through teleportation.

The result was that when played the theme from Game of Thrones on
the piano, the computer -- a 14-qubit machine housed at IBM in
Melbourne -- rapidly generated accompanying music that was

transmitted back in response.Dr Kirke, who in 2016 staged the first
ever duet between a live singer and a quantum supercomputer, said:

"At the moment there are l imits to how complex a real-time
computer jamming system can be.

The number of musical rules that a human improviser knows
intuitively would simply take a computer too long to solve to real-
time music. Shortcuts have been invented to speed up this process
in rule-based AI music, but using the quantum computer speed-up

has not be tried before.

So while teleportation cannot move information faster than the
speed of l ight, if remote collaborators want to connect up their

quantum computers -- which they are using to increase the speed of
their musical AIs -- it is 100% necessary. Quantum information

simply cannot be transmitted using normal digital transmission
systems."

Story Source:
Materials provided by University of Plymouth.

Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
Journal Reference:Alexis Kirke. Testing a hybrid hardware quantum multi-
agent system architecture that uti l izes the quantum speed advantage for

interactive computer music. Journal of New Music Research, 2020; 49 (3) : 209
DOI: 10.1080/09298215.2020.1749672
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An unsound spine
Problem: Our spines are a mess. It’s a wonder we can even
walk, says Bruce Latimer, director of the Center for Human
Origins at Case Western Reserve University, in Cleveland.

When our ancestors walked on all fours, their spines arched,
like a bow, to withstand the weight of the organs suspended
below. But then we stood up. That threw the system out of
whack by 90 degrees, and the spine was forced to become
a column. Next, to allow for bipedalism, it curved forward at
the lower back. And to keep the head in balance—so that
we didn’t all walk around as if doing the limbo—the upper
spine curved in the opposite direction. This change put

tremendous pressure on the lower vertebrae, sticking about
80 percent of adults, according to one estimate, with lower

back pain.
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THE HUMAN BODY IS A
BIG DESIGN FLAWA curious exploration

conducted by the editor Evolution is slow

The Greeks were obsessed with the mathematically perfect body. Evolution constructed our
bodies with the biological equivalent of duct tape and lumber scraps. And the only way to refine
the form (short of an asteroid strike or nuclear detonation to wipe clean the slate) is to jerry-rig

the current model. “Evolution doesn’t produce perfection,” explains Alan Mann, a physical
anthropologist at Princeton University. “It produces function.”

An inflexible knee
Problem: As Latimer says,

“You take the most complex
joint in the body and put it
between two huge levers—
the femur and the tibia—
and you’re looking for

trouble.” The upshot is your
knee only rotates in two
directions: forward and
back. “That’s why every

major sport, except maybe
rugby, makes it illegal to clip,
or hit an opponent’s knee

from the side.”

Crowded teeth
Problem: Humans typically have three molars on each side of the upper and lower jaws near
the back of the mouth. When our brain drastically expanded in size, the jaw grew wider and
shorter, leaving no room for the third, farthest back molars. These cusped grinders may have
been useful before we learned to cook and process food. But now the “wisdom teeth”mostly

just get painfully impacted in the gums.

A misrouted nerve
Problem: The recurrent laryngeal nerve ( RLN) plays a vital role in
our ability to speak and swallow. It feeds instructions from the
brain to the muscles of the voice box, or larynx, below the vocal
cords. Theoretically, the trip should be a quick one. But during

fetal development, the RLN gets entwined in a tiny lump of tissue
in the neck, which descends to become blood vessels near the
heart. That drop causes the nerve to loop around the aorta
before traveling back up the larynx. Having this nerve in your

chest makes it vulnerable during surgery—or a fist fight.

References:
( 2009) .2. Marcus, G. Kluge:
The Haphazard Evolution of
the Human Mind Houghton
Mifflin, Boston, MA (2008)

Article BY CHIP ROWE
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The way graphene interacts with other materials depends on how these materials are brought into
contact with the graphene. The appropriate atoms are brought into contact with the graphene in such a
way that they 'grow' on the graphene in the desired crystal structure. Until now the mechanisms of the

'growth' of such other materials on graphene have often remained unclear. A new study shows now how
indium oxide grows on graphene.

Graphene consists of a single layer of carbon atoms. Exceptional electronic, thermal, mechanical and
optical properties have made graphene one of the most studied materials at the moment.
For many applications in electronics and energy technology, however, graphene must be combined with
other materials: Since graphene is so thin, its properties drastically change when other materials are
brought into direct contact with it.

However, combining graphene with other materials at the molecular level is difficult: The way graphene
interacts with other materials depends not only on which material you choose, but also on how these
materials are brought into contact with the graphene. Rather than sticking a finished material layer to
the graphene, the appropriate atoms are brought into contact with the graphene in such a way that they
"grow" on the graphene in the desired crystal structure.

Until now the mechanisms of the "growth" of such other materials on graphene have often remained
unclear. A new joint study by research teams from the TU Wien and the University of Vienna for the first
time observes now how indium oxide grows on graphene. The combination of indium oxide with
graphene is important, for example for displays and sensors. The results have now been presented in
the scientific journal  "Advanced Functional Materials".Graphene pizza"As with a pizza, graphene
technology is not only dependent on the graphene pizza base but also on its toppings," explains
Bernhard C. Bayer from the Institute of Materials Chemistry at the TU Wien, who led the study. "How
these toppings are applied to the graphene is, however, crucial."In most cases, atoms in the gaseous
state are condensed on the graphene. In the case of indium oxide, these are indium and oxygen. "But
there are many parameters such as background pressure, temperature or the speed at which these
atoms are directed at the graphene that influence the result drastically," says Bernhard Bayer. "It is
therefore important to develop a fundamental understanding of the chemical and physical processes
that actually take place.

But to do this, you have to watch the growth process as it proceeds. "This is exactly what the research
team has now succeeded in doing: for the first time, the individual steps of growing indium oxide on
graphene were observed in the electron microscope at atomic resolution.Randomly distributed or
perfectly aligned"What was particularly interesting for us was the observation that, depending on the
background pressure, the indium oxide crystallites either arrange themselves randomly on the
graphene's crystal lattice or snap perfectly on one another like Lego bricks. This difference in
arrangement can have a major impact on the application properties of the combined materials," says
Kenan Elibol, first author of the study. The new findings will be useful to make the integration of
graphene with other materials more predictable and controllable with respect to future application
requirements.

Source: Vienna University of Technology
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Uk's ResponseUk's Response
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What is CPAP?

These are not ventilators...

Tight maskTight mask Bubble helmetBubble helmet nasal masknasal mask whole face maskwhole face mask
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How successful is CPAP?How successful is CPAP?

How did UCLH respond?How did UCLH respond?

The race of industriesThe race of industries
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Enter Mercedes Formula One Racing teamEnter Mercedes Formula One Racing team

Lewis hamiltonLewis hamilton
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Helping hand for the worldHelping hand for the world
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Mixed anxiety
Depression
Eating disorder (this includes:

In the UK, the most common mental
health disorders are:

anorexia, bulimia, binge eating, etc)

In England, mental illness is the 2nd
largest source of burden of disease. This is
shown through several figures.
Such as how mental health is responsible
for the loss 72,000,000 working days
and how it costs a massive £34.9 billion
each year. Just think to yourself as
to how big that number is, and how since
lockdown has happened, the economy has
started to fall apart.

As well as this, on average it is said
that people with a long-term mental
health condition lose their jobs every year
at around double the rate of those without
a mental health condition. This
equates to 300,000 people. The equivalent
of the population of Newcastle!

And bringing this sensitive topic close
to home for some of us, in an average
classroom, 10 children will have
witnessed the separation of parents, 8 will
have experienced severe physical
violence or neglect, 1 will have experienced
the death of a parent and 7 will
have been bullied.

All of these numbers are too high. It
was difficult enough to help those coping
with their trauma but after lockdown
they have been forgotten about.

Beginning with eating disorders, those
that are affected by this, will have the
comfort of loved ones and friends
around them. The chance to go to the
hospital to get professional help face to
face. But since lockdown, all of this has
been restricted. All of the help that
was offered to them before is now broken
down to a phone call. This is not helping
them in their journey to recovery and to
‘normality.’ It pushes them further
away. Nothing has been properly put in
place.

This unfortunately goes into those with
mixed anxiety and depression. Having
mixed anxiety is like a tornado. You have
both anxiety and depressive symptoms.
This is difficult to cope with alone.
Some can but most can’t. So, it brings us
to once again the comfort and support
of loved ones. All that is given to them
now is once again a phone call.

Mental health is a fragile and
sensitive topic for most. During the
lockdown, it’s been difficult to cope with
it for most. Once the lockdown is lifted
and life is back to normal, or as
normal as it can get, those who need help
desperately will soon get it.desperately will soon get it.

Mental
Health During the

Lockdown

What was mental health
like before in

the UK?

By Girthiga Damilvanan

What has it been like during the
lockdown?
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“Reading gives us someplace to go when we must stay where we are

“Tess of the D’Ubervilles”

THE SOAPBOXTHE SOAPBOXTHE SOAPBOX
A N O T E O N R E A D I N G F R O M
Z A I N A B A L I ( Y E A R 1 0 )

Note from editor: "Fanfictions are great too.
Beat my record of 100,000+ words a day/ finish a book in a day :))."15



This
comedy/drama,

released in 1998,
portrays the

experiences of a
medical student
(Robin Williams)

who truly believes
that sometimes,

laughter is the best
medicine.

This 2009 TV movie
starring Cuba

Gooding, Jr., he film
examines the true

story of Ben Carson,
a renowned brain

surgeon who
overcame obstacles

to change the
course of medicine

forever.

The victims of an
encephalitis

epidemic many
years ago have
been catatonic
ever since, but

now a new drug
offers the

prospect of
reviving them.

The movie follows
the misadventures

of medical students.
The lads basically

mean well, but their
habits of skiving off
and attempting to

chat up every
available nurse

drives the ferocious
Professor Geoffrey

Loftus to distraction.

A psychiatrist
protects the
identity of an

amnesia patient
accused of

murder while
attempting to

recover his
memory.

When it comes to an aspiring medic's recommended choice of books, this is a must. 
It is a very honest account from a former gynecologist's viewpoint and has accurate scientific explanations, but aside from its
glory, I thought that the overbearing details of a doctor's hardship discourages aspiring med students, and casts a misleading
light for doctors in the audiences minds. The humor may have made a difficult topic easier to approach but it was not always
funny nor it was always appropriate. I just wish that the book had a more serious tone at some points. Now these are no
reasons to not read this, after all, its probably the closest you can get to experiencing the life of a doctor in their shoes.
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Now apparently, this book is popular too. I tried to read it, listen to an audiobook, listen to someone read it and give a basic
explanation (which had little success I must add), and had come to the conclusion that unless you knew anything about
relativity or cosmology, this would be a good "bought but not read" book that would sit nicely on your bookshelf and make you
feel smarter (or dumber). Whichever it may be, this may explain why it's so universally acclaimed as a work of genius.
Somehow Stephen Hawking has written a book that gently notions to Schrödinger's cat , which is one of the few points I
probably understood from this book as a whole.

Lee’s novel is about racism and society in 1930s America. The specific relevance to Law students is that its main character,
Atticus Finch, is a lawyer tasked with defending a man shunned by everyone else. Finch represents the legal ideals of justice
and equality, and the book is a great source of inspiration for those wondering why law is important, and why rights must be
protected. Legal heroes (even fictional ones) remind us why there are people courageous enough to study law. Though in my
opinion, the justice system in this fictional world seems problematic: Atticus, as much as I like him, is a white savior. It makes a
little bit of sense in the time period, but it surely does not fit in times like now, when white people need to step back and make
sure to let people of color have a voice. And the fact remains that this book is a book about racism… written by a white woman
in Western society. It’s nice that she tries to tackle racism and bring awareness to it or whatever, but Harper Lee could not
have written a book accurately educating about racism against Black people because she has no experience in it.




